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ABSTRACT
Web Phishing is a major attack nowadays. Web phishing is phisher tries to get users sensitive information like bank details, ATM pin or any personal information. After extracting users information attacker may misuse this information. Nowadays most of the people prefer online shopping or online payments and user has to share his personal or sensitive information on web page. User may not think about website security. So website security is very important. Before doing any transaction and sharing any personal information on web page, user must ensure the security of that website. The best solution for this problem is to protect from phishing is to identify a phish. Phishing emails usually seem to come from well-known organization and ask your personal information such as credit card number, security number, account number or passwords. What actually attacker does? The attacker creates the no of replicas of authentic sites, and users are forced to direct to that websites by attracting them with offers. As standard mentioned in W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), I am proposing a system which can easily recognize the difference between authentic site and phishing site. There are certain standards which are given by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), based on these standards I am choosing some features which can easily describe the difference between legit site and phish site. To protect you from phishing, I am proposing a model to determine the fraud sites. To determine the phishing attack, URL features and HTML features of web page are considered. Clustering algorithm such as K-Means clustering is applied on the database and prediction techniques such as Naive Bayes Classifier is applied. By applying this, probability of the web site as valid Phish or Invalid Phish. To check the validity of URL, if still user is not able decide the validity of web page then Naive Bayes Classifier is applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Phisher is the community of attacker which creates the replicas of the legitimate web sites to submitting user’s personal information such as passwords, credit card number, and financial transaction information to illegitimate websites [1]. Since the last December 2012 to January 2013, there is rise in phishing attacks by 2% as described in survey of RSA fraud Surveyor [2]. The W3C has set some standards, specifications and recommendations that are followed by most of the authenticate sites. But a phisher may not care to follow these standards as this site is intended to catch many fish in very small amount of time and bait [6]. For prevention and detection of attacks various preventive strategies are developed by most common anti-phishing service provider such as Google Toolbar, an antivirus provider [3]. What actually this service provider does? This service provider creates and maintains the database of sites which are blacklisted. There are some organizations like http://www.phishtank.com/ which are anti-phishing organizations. These organizations keep the record of blacklisted sites or phishing sites. There are various techniques are available for detection of phish, such as, plug-In-browser. This technique maintains the online repositories of blacklisted sites. The phisher always creates the site at such a rate that in a particular time period that site is not reported as phish, in that case these techniques fails. By observation, the major disadvantages of is like the normal user will not always take the precaution of phishing site. Due to the overall look of site like legitimate site and this may happen this site is not blocked by service provider. I am proposing his system to escape from phishing and to overcome the disadvantages of existing systems. I have proposed an efficient method to detect the phishing sites. My model differentiates the phishing site and authenticates sites. Model uses the URL features [3] and HTML features. To check the validity of the site, K-Means Clustering and Naive Bayes Classifier [4] used. The K-Means Clustering is applied on the URL features of the web site and the feature set is plotted in one of the two clusters of database. If the feature set is nearest to more suspicious then site is declared as Phishing, if site is nearest to less suspicious then it is a authenticate site but if the feature set not nearer to less suspicious cluster or more suspicious cluster it means it is nearer to cluster in between them. If the site is in the nearer to the cluster between them then there is need of more feature extraction where you will extract HTML features by using DOM representation [5] of the HTML and features of different tags are observed. A Naive Bayes Classifier is employed if K-Means clustering is not that much useful, considering both URL and HTML features and the training datasets provided to predict the legit site or phish site.

2. URL FEATURES AND HTML FEATURES
2.1 URL Features
For detection of phishing sites consider the features of URL. As per W3C standard, following are the URL features:

- **Dots**: More number of DOTS in URL, more chances of site being phish. Phisher uses the fake domain to create the legitimate look of URL by using more no of dots in URL.
- **IP Address**: The domain name is one of the pieces inside the URL, if it is an entire set of directions and it contains extremely detailed information. It is also the most easily recognized part of the entire address. IP address needs to be registered.Authenticate site have
their registered domain. This is an important feature to recognize phishing sites.

- **Suspicious Characters:** Phisher can use the extra features of URL to fool the user. He can use some special character like ‘&’, ‘-’, ‘@’, ‘_’ by using this special character hacker creates the look like a legitimate site and automatically user easily click on.

- **Slashes:** Existence of sub-folders in URL is the presence of slashes in the URL. The purpose of this subfolder is to hide the information.

### 2.2 HTML features

Attacker copies the source code of legitimate site to his own page. And then tries to modify the page so that it becomes more similar to legitimate site. Only URL features cannot predict whether site is phishing or not. When it’s not possible to predict phishing sites then need to extract more features of site called as HTML features. HTML features are extracted from source code. For extraction of HTML features you require HTML DOM-tree parser [8].

Following are the HTML features:

- **SSL Certificate:** It is Secure Socket Layer Certificate issued form some authorized organizations like W3C. It gives the unique identity of owner of web site with detail information of how it is encrypted. Every authentic site have SSL certificate version of 2.0 and 3.0. Validity of SSL certificate needs to be updates as it has validity of very short period. And needs to be updated over period of time. Without SSL certificate most of the browsers will deny page access. Phisher have very less chances of getting SSL certificate because it’s given to only authenticate sites.

- **Foreign tags:** After clicking on web page this web page redirect to another domain. This domain will not belong to any domain or sub-domain of current site. Many websites generally have same foreign links but when there is more number of foreign links, this will increase the unsavory about that site.

- **NULL tags:** A NULL tag doesn’t return anything. After clicking on such link, but it no longer shows up as a link, it returns the same page. When clicked on such links nothing happens or the links are redirected to the same page. Phisher copies the source code of legitimate; he may remove the most of the links. Presence of More the NULL tags, more chances of site being phishing.

### 3. LITERATURE SURVEY

#### Current Phishing Status

Looking at the First fortnight report by Anti-Phishing Organization ([www.antiphishing.org](http://www.antiphishing.org)) and RSA Online Fraud Attacks Surveys few major points:

- Phishing attacks have been increased by 2% since December 2012.
- India is having 4% of global attacks by volume of attack.
- India is being targeted 4% of global attacks by volume of brands attacked.

Taking the reference of phishing activity trends report, 2nd quarter (2014) produced by APWG (antiphishing work group) few major points are noticed:

- Total 128,378 sites were observed as phishing sites.
- Most targeted and more frequently industries are online payment and crypto-currency.
- Increase in PUPs (Potentially unwanted programs) and this leads to higher global infection.
- One of the top hosting phishing site country is United States.

Fig.1 shows the most targeted industry with their total percentage. Few major points observed in above diagram:

- As like with the previous phishing report payment services is the most targeted industry with 39.80% of attacks.
- 2nd targeted industry is financial industry with 20.20% of attacks.
- 3rd targeted industry in Retail/services industry with percentage 16.53 of attacks.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Phishing attacks are increasingly rapidly. There is need to develop techniques for detection and prevention of phishing sites. In this survey paper, there is phishing detection a system mechanism out of which one is dependent on URL features of web-sites and second is based on HTML tags and Visual Features of web-sites. Technique is based on system which is a trail of combination of these two mechanisms and using base techniques given by them. Application of clustering on this system generates the output faster but by compromising with the accuracy of results. Bayesian approach generates more accurate results but it requires analyzing the training data set provided and takes a very long time of execution. Systems have used a combination of these two algorithms resulting into a mechanism which is more efficient and reliable than these two separate techniques. Mechanism uses K-Means Clustering which is efficient to generate output at higher throughput but with lack of efficiency and this lack of efficiency is recovered with the Naive Bayes Classifier. Step by step instructions to develop our schema for these extra issues is under our examination. The given paper is more concerned with NP-hard problems; more studies are needed for the problems which are not NP-Hard.
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